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FOOD ESTABLISHMENT INSPECTION REPORT

PRIORITY ITEMS

These items MUST RECEIVE IMMEDIATE ACTION within 72 hours or as stated.

CORE ITEMS

These items are to be corrected by the next regular inspection or as stated.
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Farmhouse Bakery 118 East Liberty Street Farmington, 63640

Freezer Kitchen 19 mini fridge ambient 42

Walk-in 38 Half and half cream(mini Fridge) 35

7-201.11A

4-602.12A

4-601.11A

4-501.114/
4-302.14

NOTE:

 An open bottle of mineral oil was observed above cake batter in the prep area. Toxic Materials shall be
stored so they cannot contaminate food or equipment by separating the poisonous or toxic material by
spacing or partitioning. COS by moving above other toxics.

Oven was dirty and had encrusted tray inside.. Food contact surfaces of oven baking equipment shall be
cleaned at least every 24 hours. Please clean the oven and tray.
Microwave in the Front area behind counter was dirty. Food-contact surfaces of equipment shall be clean to
sight and touch. Please clean the microwave.

No sanitizing step was taken for dishes and no test strips were available. A chlorine solution for sanitizing
shall be 50-100ppm. Please make by diluting 1/2 to 1 tsp bleach in water and checking with test strip; holding
steady in water for ten seconds.

Several wooden rods were used in the baking process. These are believed to be made of a hard maple wood
like the table in the prep-area.

COS

5/21/20

6-301.12A

6-303.11A

6-501.12A

3-304.12E

3-304.12B

4-301.13/4
901.11AB

4-601.11C

No towels at the hand-wash sink in the prep area, bathroom, or sink in the walk-through area. Each
hand-wash sink shall be supplied with individual, disposable towels. Please supply paper towels.
No light was available in the walk-in cooler. The light intensity shall be at least ten foot candles at a distance
of thirty inches above the floor in walk-in coolers. Please replace the lights in the cooler
Floor was stained beneath coffee maker in prep-area also causing splashes on wall. Physical Facilities shall
be cleaned as often as necessary to keep them clean. Please clean up the spill.
Ice scoop was below the ice in the ice maker in the prep-area. During pauses in food-prep, utensils shall be
stored; in a clean dry location, if the utensil, such as an ice scoop, is used only with a food that that is not
Potentially Hazardous. Please provide a clean location for the ice scoop to be stored.
In-use utensil was stored on a lid of a icing bucket. During pauses in food-prep, utensils shall be stored; in a
food that is not potentially hazardous with handles above the the top of the food, if the utensil, within
containers that can be closed. Please store icing knives in buckets with handle above Non-PHF's.
Items were drying on a cloth towel upon the ice machine in the prep area. Drainboards or tables large
enough to accommodate all soiled and cleaned items that may accumulate during hours of operation shall be
provided. Please provide a table in which items can be air dried.
Soiled buckets were beneath the oven in the kitchen. Nonfood-contact surfaces of equipment shall be clean
to sight and touch. Please clean the buckets.
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4-601.11C

4-602.13

4-501.11B

Soiled oven mits observed above oven. Nonfood-contact surfaces of equipment shall be clean to sight and
touch. Please clean the oven mits.
Excessive Grease and soil observed beneath fryer and glazer areas. Nonfood-contact surfaces of equipment
shall be cleaned to prevent an accumulation of soils. Please clean beneath these two areas.

Door Seal on the freezer in the kitchen was torn and falling off. Equipment components such as seals, shall
be kept intact. Please replace the seal.
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